Bachelor Philosophy of a Specific Discipline

Enrolment

Enrolment for EU/EEA students:

Option 1: Start the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline while continuing your first bachelor
Enrollment for the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline is possible every month. You enroll on studielink while you are still enrolled in your first bachelor. There are no additional tuition fees for the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline. There is neither a matching procedure nor a binding study advice.

Option 2: Start the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline after your first bachelor
In case you want to start the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline after your first bachelor, make sure you enroll for this bachelor on studielink while you are still enrolled in the first bachelor! There needs to be at least 1 month overlap between the two bachelors. If you fail to enroll for the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline before you graduate from your first bachelor, the high University tuition fees II apply.

https://www.rug.nl/education/bachelor/international-students/financial-matters/tuition/fees-bachelors-degree-programmes

Example: If you graduate from your first bachelor in August 2019, you need to enroll on studielink for the bachelor of a specific discipline latest in July 2019. The central student administration will then complete your enrollment by August 1st 2019, that is before your date of graduation from your first bachelor.

Enrollment for non-EU students:

Enrollment for the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline is possible every month. You enroll on studielink while you are still enrolled in your first bachelor. You need to pay additional tuition fee for the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline on top of the tuition fee you pay for your first study, regardless of when you start the bachelor philosophy of a specific discipline.

Enrollment for international students with a non-Dutch bachelor:
Please contact the study advisor (fil-study-advisor@rug.nl), preferably before May 1st.